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POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE FORMS

OVER ORDERED SKEW FIELDS

KA HIN LEUNG

(Communicated by Donald S. Passman)

Abstract. In any ordered field K , the inequality x2 + y1 > 2xy obviously

holds for any x, y e K. Naturally, we may ask if the same inequality holds

in every ordered skew field. Surprisingly, it can be proved that in an ordered

domain R, the above inequality holds for any elements x,y in R iff R is

commutative. In this paper, we formulate a generalization of the above obser-

vation and prove that if a "positive semidefinite form" over an ordered skew

field admits a "nontrivial" solution, then the skew field is actually a field.

1. Forms over skew fields

The notion of positive semidefinite (P.S.D.) polynomials has been known for

a long time. In fact, the famous Hubert's Problem 17 asked if every positive

semidefinite polynomial f Ek[xx, ... ,xn] can be expressed as a sum of squares

in k(xx, ... ,xn), where k is either Q or R. For a survey on this problem, we

refer the readers to [L, §7]. In the 1970s, people became interested in studying

positive semidefinite forms (over R) instead of polynomials. They studied the

cones of P.S.D. forms and S.O.S. forms (i.e. forms which can be expressed as

sums of squares of other forms) of some fixed degree. For details, we refer the

readers to [R], [CL,], [CL2], [CLRJ, [CLR2] and [CLR3]. Nevertheless, the

notion of positive semidefinite forms over an ordered skew field does not seem

to have received any attention. Firstly, let us define the notion of forms over a

skew field.

Definition 1.1. Let D be a skew field, and xx, ... ,xn be noncommuting in-

determinates. We say F(xx, ... ,xn) E D[xx, ... ,xn] is a form of degree 2N

if

F(xx,...,xn)=   Yl   «ft,..«*!1 •••*?•
i¡+---+i„=2N
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934 KA HIN LEUNG

for some ar ., € D, and not all a 's are zero. Furthermore, for any

yx, ... ,ynE D we define:

F(yx,...,yn):=     ¿2     %.i./i-'-yn-
il + ---+i„=2N

Remark. Note that according to our definition, xx - xxx2 - x2xx + x2 is not

a form.

Definition 1.2. Let R be a ring. We say P c R is an ordering on R if (i)

P + PcP, (ii) P • P C P, (iii) P n -P = {0} , (iv) P u -P = P . In this case,

we say (R, P) is an ordered ring and write a > 0 if a € P\{0} .

Definition 1.3. Let D be an ordered skew field. We call a form F(xx, ... ,xn) E

D[xx, ... ,xn] positive semidefinite (P.S.D.) if

F(yx,...,yn)>0      Vyx,...,ynED.

Examples of P.S.D. forms are abundant. Forms such as P, (x,, x2) := xx +x2 ,

F2(xx ,x2) := x2x2 + x2 and P3(x, ,x2) := x2 - xxx2 + x2 are P.S.D. over any

ordered skew field. To see that F} is P.S.D., just observe that if xy < 0,

then obviously F^(x,y) > 0.  If xy > 0, then also yx > 0 and F}(x,y) =
2 2 2

(x — y) +yx>0. Let us consider another form F4(xx,x2) := xx+2xxx2 + x2 .

As we have pointed out earlier, P4 is P.S.D. over any ordered field, but fails

to be P.S.D. over any noncommutative ordered skew field. To distinguish these

forms, we introduce the following definition.

Definition 1.4. Let F(xx, ... ,xn) be a form over a skew field D. We say

P admits a nontrivial solution if there exists (y, , ... ,yn) E (D*)n such that

F(yx,...,yn) = 0.

Remark. Later one we shall relax the definition of nontrivial solution.

Observe that FX,F2, P3 have no nontrivial solution whereas P4 admits non-

trivial solutions. As we shall show later, for any P.S.D. form P over an or-

dered skew field D, if P admits a nontrivial solution, D must be a field.
2 2

In particular, this explains why x, - 2x,x2 + x2 fails to be P.S.D. over any

noncommutative ordered skew field. This also explains why we do not allow
2 2

Xj - x,x2 - x2x, + x2 to be a form, as it is clearly positive semidefinite and has

infinitely many nontrivial solutions.

2. On the holding of certain inequalities

From now on, let us fix an ordered skew field D and an indeterminate t. We

denote the coproduct of D and Z(D)[t] by D(t) (i.e., D(t) is a ring generated

by D and t with t commuting with elements in Z(D) only). Furthermore,

we define the following:

& := {axta2t ■ ■ ■ antan+x E D(t): n>2,a¡ED*},
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and

D[t] := j ¿a/GD{t): a,e2>l

Here, our main goal is to show that if f(t) E D[t] is positive semidefinite

(i.e. Vx £ D, f(x) > 0), then f(y) = 0 implies y E Z(D). This result turns

out to be crucial in studying P.S.D. forms admitting a nontrivial solution.

Lemma 2.1. Let f(t) = £¿=,fl/ e D[*] oe a P.S.D. polynomial with both ar,

as being nonzero. Then r, s are even, and ar, as > 0.

Proof. It is not difficult to see that if |x| is sufficiently big, then asxs will

dominate all other terms. Thus f(x) > 0 implies s is even and as > 0.

Similarly, if |x| is sufficiently small, then arxr will dominate. Thus again, r

must be even and ar > 0.

Next, for any ax, ... ,an, bx, ... ,bnE D*, px(t), ... ,pm(t) € & , we want

to study the conditions under which

a m

i=\ ;=1

holds for any x E D.

Lemma 2.2. For any px(t), ... ,pm(t) E 3°, there exists positive ô E D* such

that 0 < |x| < ô implies \x\ > J2?=i \P¡(X)\ ■

Proof. Let p(t) := axta2t---tan+x E 9°. Observe that by definition of 3?,

n>2. For any |x| < 1 in D, we have

\p(x)\<\ax---an_xxanxan+x\.

Thus if we take b = max{\ax-■ ■an_x\,\arl\,\an+x\}, then \p(x)\ < \bxbxb\

V|x| < 1. Consequently, there exists bj E D such that \Pj(x)\ < \bjXbjXbj\

whenever |x| < 1. If we let a:=m- max1<J<m b¡, then we have

m

y] \Pj(x)\ < |axaxa|       V|x| < 1.

Therefore to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that for any a E D*, there

exists positive ô E D such that whenever 0 < |x| < ô, we have |x| > \axaxa\.

Take any S E D* such that 0 < ô < min{l, |a|~ } , then obviously |x| < ô

implies \axa\ < \a\~x . Therefore,

|axaxa| < min{|a~ xa\,\axa~ \} <\x\.   a

Proposition 2.3. Let n € N,  ax, ... ,an,  bx, ... ,bn € D*  and px(t), ... ,

p(t)e&.If

(i) Ydalxb¡
í=i

<5>;WI      Vx€Z),
7 = 1
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then n>2 and J2"=\ aitD¡ = 0 in D(t). In particular, {ax, ... ,an}, {bx, ... ,

bn} are linearly dependent over Z(D).

Proof. Obviously, we may assume a,=è1 = l.If«=l, then it contradicts

Lemma 2.2. Hence n > 2.

Let n > 2 be the smallest integer such that there exist ax, ... ,an, bx, ... ,

bn E D*, px(t),... ,pm(t) € & with J2"=i aitbi # ° in D(t) and such that

inequality (1) holds. Clearly, {ax, ... ,an}, {bx, ... ,bn} axe then linearly in-

dependent over the center. As before, we assume ax = bx = I . By assumption,

we have

(2) x + ̂ 2 a¡xb¡
1=2

<ï>,(*)l       Vx€jD'
i=i

For any c E D*, we replace x by ex and get

ex + V) a¡cxb¡
1=2

<£>,(cx)|      VxeZ).
¡=i

-i
Multiplying both sides by \c\     , we get

(3) x + ^2 c~ a¡cxb¡
i=2

<J2\C 1pAcx)\     VxeZ).
;=i

Combining inequalities (2) and (3), we conclude that

J2(c~xa¡c-a¡)xb¡
1=2

<X>,WI + k lP,(cx)\)      VxeZ).
i=i

Since {bx, ... ,bn} is linear independent over the center, it follows by assump-

tion on n that c~ a¡c -a¡ = 0 for 2 < i < n . Since c is chosen arbitrarily, we

conclude that all a¡ 's are central, and hence {ax, ... ,an} is linearly dependent

over the center. This is a contradiction.    D

Corollary 2.4. Let 0 jí g(t) = EJ^a/ be a PSD- polynomials in D[t]. If

g(y) -0 for some y E D*, then y is central.

Proof. Since g(t) ^ 0, we may assume a2n # 0 by Lemma 2.1. For all s E D,

2n

8(y + s) = J2a¡(y + s)'
i'=0

In k

= g(y) + axs + J2 a¡(y''ls + y'~2sy + ■■■+ syl~x) + J^Pj^
i=2 ,=1

2n-l     In k

= £(£ «/~'~V+£/>,(*) >o,
i=0   j=i+\ j=\
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for some p.ES? . Replacing s by -5 if necessary, we may assume

2/1-1  /   2n \

E  E*/"'"1 K*o.
,=0 y=/+i y

Therefore, we have

EWi;'=i

2/1-1   /    2n

ViSZ).e e y-y
i=o   v _/•=/+1 7

As both a2n and y are nonzero, É/"j+i &i!?~%~ 7e 0 f°r some 0 < / < In— 1.

(Actually, it is clear that the summand is nonzero for i = 2n - 1). After

dropping those zero terms, we can apply Proposition 2.3 to conclude that for

some i, E N, {y'1 ,yl1, ... ,y n~ } is linearly dependent over the center. Thus

by Albert's theorem [A], y is central.

3. Main result

In this section, we shall prove that if D is not a field, then no P.S.D. form

has a nontrivial solution. In the following, we always assume F(xx, ... ,xn) is

P.S.D. of degree 2N over the ordered skew field D.

Lemma 3.1. Let (yx, ... ,yn) E (D*)n be a nontrivial solution of F with yr+x,

... ,yn being central for some r <n (where for r — n, the condition is vacuous).

Moreover we define gr(t) := F(yx, ... ,yr_,,t,yr+x, ... ,y„).

(i) If gr(f) ¿ 0 in D(t), then yr is central.

(ii) // gr(t) = 0, then (yx, ... ,yr_x, 1 ,yr+x, ... ,yn) is another nontrivial

solution of F.

Proof. Since yr+x, ... ,yn are central, after moving them to the left side of /,

we see that gr(t) 6 D[t]. As P is P.S.D., gr(t) is also P.S.D.

Case (i).  gr(t) / 0. Since gr(yr) — 0, by Corollary 2.4 yr is central.

Case (ii).  gr(t) = 0.   Obviously, we have gr(\) = F(yx, ... ,y,_,, 1 ,yr+x,

...,y„) = o.

Corollary 3.2. Let (y,, ... ,y„) E (Z(D))" be a nontrivial solution of F and

gn(t) := F(yx,... ,yn_x ,t). If gn(t) ± 0 in D[t], then D is afield.

Proof. Let (y,, ... ,y„) be a solution as assumed above. Since P is homoge-

neous, and y|, ... ,yn are central, it follows that for any x E D*, (yxx, ... ,

ynx) is also a nontrivial solution of P. Moreover if gn(t) = Y?rb¡t' ^ 0 in

D[t], then hn(t) - F(yxx, ... ,yn_xx,t) = T,lrb¡x2N-t' / 0 in D[t], where
2N = degP. Thus by Lemma 3.1, ynx is central. This clearly implies x is

central. Since this is true for all x e D*, D is a field.

Theorem 3.3. Let F(xx, ... ,xn) ^ 0 be a P.S.D. form of degree 2N over D.

If there exists a nontrivial solution (y,, ... ,y„), then D is afield.

Proof. Claim, y.,...,v   can be assumed central.
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By Lemma 3.1, we see that either yn is central or (y,, ... , y„_, , 1 ) is another

nontrivial solution of P. Replacing yn by 1 if necessary, we can assume yn

is central. Thus, by applying Lemma 3.1 repeatedly (replacing yr with 1 if

necessary), the desired claim follows.

Next, we shall prove the theorem by induction on the number of variables

n. If n = 2, then P(x,,x2) = E/=ra¡x\ ~'x2• Since P / 0, we can as-

sume as / 0. Let (y, ,y2) be a nontrivial solution in the center and g2(t) :=

T?i=raiy2iN~iti. As y, ^ 0 and as ¿ 0, it follows that g2(t) ^ 0 in D[t].

Therefore, by Corollary 3.2, D is a field.

Let n > 2 and P(x,, ... ,xn+x) = T,s¡=rF¡(xx, ... ,xn)x'n+x be a P.S.D. form

with nontrivial solution (yx, ... ,yn+x) E (Z(D)*)"+ . Consider

gn+l(t) := F(yx ,...,yn,t) = J^y, > — .?«)''■
i=r

Case (i).  gn+x(t) / 0 in D[t].  Since y,, ... ,yn+x  are central, by Corollary

3.2, it follows that D is a field.

Case (ii).   gn+x(t) - 0 in D[t].   In this case, we have Fr(yx, ... ,yn) = 0.

Observe that r ^ 2N, otherwise F(xx, ... ,xn+x) = axn+x for some a E D*,

and P has no nontrivial solution. Therefore, Pr is not a constant and we can

regard it as a form with n variables. Now clearly g(t) := F(ax, ... ,an,t) =

E-=rP,(a,, • • • ,an)t' E D[t] is P.S.D. for any (ax,...,an)E (D*)n . By Lemma

2.1, Fr(ax,... ,an) >,0 for any (a,, ... ,aj e (£>*)" . Therefore Pr is P.S.D.

So by induction, D is a field.     G

We are now ready to relax the definition of nontrivial solutions. Let P(x,,

... ,xn) be a form and (y,, ... ,yn) E D" be a solution of P. For i =

1, ... ,n, we define ¿( to be x¡ if y( / 0, otherwise, we define tl :- 0.

Clearly, F(tx, ... ,tn) E D[xx, ... ,xj is a form with number of variables less

than or equal to n .

Definition 3.4. We say (y,, ... ,yn) is a nontrivial solution of P, if F(yx,

...,yj = 0 and P(i,, ... ,tn) ¿ 0 in Z)[x,, ... ,xj .

Let P(x,, ... ,xn) be a P.S.D. form with a nontrivial solution (y, , ... ,yn)

(in the sense of Definition 3.4). Then the corresponding form F(tx , ... ,tn)

will also be P.S.D. Moreover, if we drop all those zero-entries in (yx, ... ,yn),

we get a nontrivial solution (in the sense of Definition 1.4) for the form F(tx,

... ,tn). Thus, by Theorem 3.3, we conclude that D is a field. Therefore,

Theorem 3.3 is still true if we define the notion of nontrivial solution in the

sense of Definition 3.4.

4. Forms over ordered rings

After treating forms over ordered division rings, we attempt to generalize the

above theorem to any ordered ring. Unfortunately, as we show below, Theorem

3.3 is no longer true over some ordered domains.
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Example. Let a be an automorphism on Q[a] sending a to 2a and R :=

Q[a][6;er] be the skew polynomial ring in b, i.e. ab = 2ba and a'bJ =

2'W.   Any f E R is of the form / = El=0fi(a)b', such that f¡(a) =

E/-I cijai > c,j € Q and C„//„) ̂  0. Then R is totally ordered by defining

0< f eR if and only if 0 < cnl{n) E Q.

Consider now the form F(xx ,x2) = a xx - 2axxx2 + x2 . Clearly we have

P( 1, a) = 0. Next, we show P is actually P.S.D.

For any g = capbn + l.o.t., A = í/a<?¿>'" + l.o.t. E R\{0} , with 0 ¿ c, 0 ^

d eQ, and where "l.o.t." denotes lower order terms in b. It is straightforward

to check that

ay = c2(l/2)"V,'+V', + l.o.t.;

2agh = 2cd(\/2)n9ap+9+xbn+m +1. o. t. ;

h2 = d2(l/2)m9a29b2m + \.o.t.

Case (i). n ^ m or q ^ p + 1. In this case, F(g,h) = (1/2) pc +1.o.t. or

(\/2)mqd +1.o.t. Since both are positive, we have F(g,h) > 0.

Case (ii). n = m and q = p + 1. Thus F(g,h) = (l/2)"p+"(2'!c2 - 2cd +

d ) +1. o. t., if the later expression is nonzero. In fact, it is easy to check that

(2"c2 - 2cd + d2) > 0 if n ¿ 0. In case n = 0, F(g, h) = (ag - h)2 > 0.

Hence, P is P.S.D. But by construction of R, R is noncommutative.

Remark. As pointed out by the referee, R can be embedded in the totally

ordered formal skew power series division ring D in power of b. Then the

form F(xx ,x2) is not P.S.D. on D, as is required by Theorem 3.3.

Though we cannot generalize the main theorem to the case of ordered do-

mains, we do have a similar result under certain circumstances.

Proposition 4.1. Let (R, P) be an ordered domain. If for any x ,y E R, there

exists m(x ,y) E N such that

2      2
|xy-yx| < w(x,y)min{x ,y },

then R is commutative.

Proof. Firstly, we shall assume R contains an identity. Let

A = {aER:n\a\< 1 VneN},

B = {a E R: 1 < n\a\ < m for some n, m E N},

C = {a e R: n < \a\ V« e N}.

Clearly A U B U C = R. Observe that if A = C = 0, then P is archimedean.

By [F, Chapter VIII, Theorem 1], we see that (R,P) is order-isomorphic to a

subring of R. Thus R is commutative. So we can assume A or C / 0.

C/flim 1. If ^ # 0, then any x E AuB is central.
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Let x E A U B. For any y E R, aE A\{0} , we have

4 4 4 4 4
\a (xy - yx)\ < \a xy - ya x\ + \ya x - a yx\

< n\a x\ +m\a\\x\       for some n,m E N.

As R is a domain, after cancelling \a |, we get

|xy - yx| < n\xa x\ + m\a x\.

Since x is bounded by some integer M, and n|xa|, m\a\ are all < 1. It

follows that |xy-yx| < \a\ Va E A\{0} . Hence xy-yx — 0, and x is central.

Claim 2. If C±<Z, then C cZ(R).
Suppose that x E C\Z(R). Let y E R be such that xy ^ yx . Without loss

of generality, we may assume x > y > 0. By assumption on R, we have

3 3 3 2
|x (xy -yx)| = |x(x y) - (x y)x| < nx        for some n e N.

Since D is a domain, it follows that |x(xy -yx)| < n . But as x > m Vm e N,

we conclude that O^xy-yxEA^0. Thus by Claim 1, both xy - yx and

x(xy-yx) are central. Moreover, as R is a domain, x must be central. This

is a contradiction.

So if C = 0, then we are done by Claim 1. If not, by Claim 2, we have

C c Z(R). But for any b E A U B, b + C c C c Z(R). Hence R must be

commutative.

In case R contains no identity, as we assume R containis no zero divisors,

(R,P) can be order-imbedded in an ordered ring (R1 ,P') with identity. For

reference, see [F, p. 111]. Thus A, B, C are well defined in R1. The argument

above still works if all elements concerned are restricted to be in R.

Corollary 4.2. Let (R,P) be an ordered domain. If for any x,y in R, there

exists n = n(x,y) e N such that

2/1   ,     2«.   «   »   «
x    + y    > 2x y ,

then R  is commutative.   In particular,  R  is commutative if /(x,,x2) =

x2-2x,x2 + x2 is P.S.D.

Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1, it suffices to show that  Vx,y  E  R,
7. 1

3m(x,y) E N such that |xy - yx| < m(x,y)min{x ,y }. Clearly, we may

assume x > y > 0.

Case (i). xy > yx. Thus x'y > yx'. By assumption, there exists n E N such

that
x2n + (x + y)2n>2xn(x + y)n.

In n
After expanding (x + y) and (x +y) , we then move all linear terms with

respect to y to the right and all other terms to the left. Next we replace every

term on the left by x2"_2y2 and get

,,   2/1-2   2 .       2/1-1 2/1-2 n      n-1 n-1       n 2/1-1 .    „
Mx      y > x      y + x      yx-l-hxyx      -x     yx-yx       >0
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for some M E N. But as x'yxln~r < xn+ryx"~r for all r < n, so the R. H. S. >

|x "~ y-x   ~ yx|. Therefore, we have

.   2/1-1 2/1-2       |    .  , ,   2/1-2   2
|x      y -x      yx\ < Mx      y .

Since R is a domain, we can cancel x        from both sides.  It follows that

|xy -yx| < My .

Case (ii). xy < yx. In this case, we consider the inequality (x -f-y) m + x m >

2(x -I- y)mxm . As before, we get the desired inequality.     D

Finally, we give an example to show that if R is not a domain, then the

above Corollary is not true for n = 1.

Example. Let x,y be noncommutative indeterminates and Z'[x,y] c Z[x,y]

be the subring generated by x and y. In Z'[x ,y], we define / := the ideal gen-
12 2        12 2 /

eratedby {x ,x y,xyx,xy ,y ,y x,yxy,yx } and P:=Z[x,y]//. Obvi-

ously,

_2 _2 _
R = {fljX + a2y + a3x + a4xy + a5y + a6xy - yx: a¡ € Z I = 1,2.6}.

-2
Note that if a¡ ^ 0 for some i, then axx+a2y+a3x +a4xy+a5y +a6xy - yx ^

0. For convenience, we shall use the following notation:

ex .= x,  e2 .= y, e^ .= x ,

e4 := xy,e5 := y2,e6 := xy-yx.

Next, let v:R —* Z be a mapping such that

v(ya.e) = ia>   Where£

\tí  ")     10    if all a,.

a¡   where a¡ is the first nonzero coefficient,

are zero.

Furthermore, if / := E,=i aie¡ an(i v(f) — a, > we say tne leading term of

/ is a¡e¡. Now, let us definej j j >

P:={fER:v(f)>0}.

It is straightforward to show that P is closed under addition and multiplication.

Finally, we show that for any f ,g eR,

(4) \fg-gf\<min{f2,g2}.

Let / := EiLi aiei aQd g '■= E?=i b¡e¡ be in R. Then by a straightforward
calculation, we see that

and

fg = axbxx + axb2xy + a2bxyx + a2b2y

fg-gf= (axb2 - a2bx)xy - yx = (axb2 - bxa2)e6.

If fg-gf = 0, then obviously inequality (4) holds. If fg-gf ^ 0, then by
the calculation above, we see that a,, bx ̂ 0 and the leading term of \fg - gf\

2 2 2
is of the form be6. Clearly, the leading terms of /   and g   are axe3 and
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2 2        2
bx ey respectively. Therefore, the leading term of min{/ , g } is of the form

a e3. Hence, we see that min{/ , g } > \fg - gf\.
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